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Performers from all over Australia and beyond are invited to play their part and become a member of AMEB’s 
community orchestra project.

The 2021 AMEB Online Orchestra is open to any individual, duo, chamber ensemble, band, choir or orchestra 
of any ability. We ask our performers to film themselves performing the song in their special part of the world 
whether it be their home, a local park, a famous landmark, out in the bush or in a school classroom. We will 
then weave all the performances into one big online performance.

The AMEB Online Orchestra

The 2021 Orchestra will perform a new song commissioned by AMEB called Morning Star and Evening Star 
written by Candace Kruger, a Yugambeh yarrabilgingun (songwoman) and Indigenous ethnomusicologist 
from South-Eastern Queensland, along with co-writers Lann Levinge and Isobella Kruger. The song is based on 
an Aboriginal lullaby sung to Lottie Eaton (nee Levinge), who then shared it with her family members including 
Candace and Lann.

Back in 2019, AMEB CEO Bernard Depasquale and a few other staff members visited Candace Kruger and her 
family on North Stradbroke Island to discuss the use of the Morning Star and Evening Star Aboriginal narrative in 
the Online Orchestra project. A permission document was signed by a number of elders and our collaboration 
began. We are very grateful for the advice and guidance from the following elders: Ian Levinge, Ivan Nott, 
Rose Nott, Graham Dillon, John Graham, Hazel Kennedy, Patricia O’Connor and Ted Williams. Without their 
acceptance and guidance this project would not have come to fruition.

Candace Kruger has been the driving force behind this project, undertaking hours of research, collaboration 
and creativity that has led to Morning Star and Evening Star, the song and the Learning Resources. AMEB is 
very grateful and honoured to have worked with Candace.

We are very excited to launch this brilliant song into the world and can’t wait to hear our Online Orchestra 
performers playing it.

Morning Star and Evening Star

To help our Online Orchestra participants and any teachers who want to explore the cultural aspects of 
Morning Star and Evening Star, we have produced a set of Learning Resources. They fall into two sections:

1. Morning Star and Evening Star Songline Resource booklet, which includes a series of documents, audio and 
visual files. Prepared by Candace Kruger and Paula Nihôt.

2. Suggested Learning Plans mapped to the National Curriculum for sale from the AMEB shop. Written and 
prepared by Candace Kruger and Leanne Kuss.

The Learning Plans align with the National Curriculum in the Arts – Music, Dance, Drama and Media; and 
English – Language and Literature. They are available for students in P-10, and will provide you with ideas of 
how to teach the song, learn the cultural history of the songline and pronounce the Yugambeh words.

A small fee is attached to each Learning Plan package, the profits of which will be returned to the Yugambeh 
community where this songline originated, via the Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

Thank you to Candace and Leanne for preparing the resources and to Paula Nihot and Isobella Kruger for the 
artwork and design.

Sincerely, AMEB Ltd.

Learning Resources for everyone!
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The traditional lands of the Yugambeh language region are located within 
South-East Queensland, currently known as City of Gold Coast, Logan City 
and Scenic Rim Region. 
Rich in culture, arts and language, the people of this region maintain strong 
connection to the land, inland waterways, sea and sky.

Always was, always will be.

As a Yugambeh Yarrabilginngunn (songwoman), there is a level of 
responsibility that comes with holding, sharing and passing Aboriginal 
knowledge, including the duty to lay the path for community to learn the 
land’s narrative and carry the land’s language. All works produced by the 
Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation are endorsed by Yugambeh 
Elders and safeguard the authenticity of Aboriginal knowledge as it 
moves forward and is shared with community and business organisations. 

Candace Kruger, 2020

When working with this song material we respectfully ask that you adhere 
to the following protocols: 

• Acknowledge of country - paying respect to the land, language and 
traditional custodians of your region.

• Acknowledge the narrative, the song material and inclusion of 
Yugambeh language from South-East Queensland.

Permissions and Protocol

Yugambeh language region

© Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

© 2020 Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

Used by Permission. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright protects this material. Except for the purposes permitted by the Copyright Act, reproduction by 
whatever means is prohibited. However, limited reproduction is authorised 2020-2021 for participants in the 
AMEB Online Orchestra 2021 and the Educational sector.

Audience Advice: 

Please be advised that this resource contains names and stories of people who have now passed.

Image: Candace Kruger       
Image Credit: Paula Nihôt
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Purpose
This learning material was prepared on behalf of the Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation to increase 
awareness and appreciation of:
• Yugambeh music and song;
• Yugambeh songlines, narrative and continued cultural practice;
• Yugambeh Youth Choir;
• Partnership approaches that demonstrate respect and reconciliation.

The education sector is encouraged to use this Songline Resource booklet in conjunction with the Morning 
Star and Evening Star Learning and Teaching resource which is linked to the Australian Curriculum. 

We hope you enjoy these resources and look forward to seeing your Online Orchestra 2021submission.
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1.

Acknowledgment of Country
An Acknowledgement of Country is an opportunity to acknowledge and appreciate the lands, 
waterways, seas and skies that sustain and provide for us in our region. 

An acknowledgement extends to the regions Traditional Owners, respecting their continuing connection 
to country and sustainable land management practices. 

An acknowledgement can be made by anyone - Indigenous or non-Indigenous.

I/We pay our respects to country, these lands, waterways and skies 
that provide for us as we live, learn, work and play. 

We pay respect to the Traditional Custodians of this  
language region. Those who travelled and sustainably managed 

this region for generations before us. 

I/We recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and 
skies, paying respect to their Elders past, present and future.

Acknowledgment of Country
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Songline narrative & overview

Candace Kruger 2020

2.

Morning Star and Evening Star
Who is the fat one and  

who is the thin one?
Morning Star and Evening Star

Who should come out first?
Morning Star calls to Evening Star, 

“Come on!”
Evening Star sings out,  
“No, you go ahead!”

Aunty Lottie Eaton [nee Levinge] 

Kagaru always laughs at dawn, he 
tells us it is daybreak  

and the Morning Star is fading. 
Kagaru laughs again at dusk as the 

Evening Star begins to rise,  
reminding us all it is time for our rest. 

Uncle Ian Levinge 2020

Morning Star and Evening Star, a 
Yugambeh gaureima (story) of the 
Gold Coast, Logan and Scenic Rim 
regions of Queensland, was  recalled by 
Kombumerri/Ngugi woman Aunty Lottie 
Eaton [nee Levinge]. This song was sung 
to Lottie by her maternal grandmother, 
Kombumerri woman Jenny Graham, in 
the 1930s in Southport, Queensland, when 
Lottie was a little girl. Jenny learnt this song 
from her mother Warru, a Kombumerri 
woman, in the 1800’s.

In this gaureima, the two stars are engaged 
in a conversation to decide, who is larger, 
who is brighter and who should appear in 
the sky before the other.

Conversations between stars can be 
observed at night, for when stars twinkle, 
they are considered to be talking. In the 
Yugambeh language region, knowledge 
of the relationship between land, sea and 
sky, is continuously passed on through 
generations. Elder, Uncle Ian Levinge 
[Lottie’s nephew] tells us why kagaru 
(kookaburra) shares his message at both 
dawn and dusk. 

In Yugambeh language the Morning 
Star is Mulagan, the Eagle. Mulagan is 
the brightest of the stars in our sky and is 
known scientifically as Sirius. The Evening 
Star is Wagahn, Crow Star. Wagahn is the 
second brightest of the stars and is known 
scientifically as Canopus.

Mulagan nga Wagahn Morning Star and 
Evening Star, a conversation in the sky.

Guruman unya (my story is told). Image credit: Ciarn Nihot 2020 (Gold Coast Sunset)



mulagan nga wagahn 
Morning Star and Evening Star

ngandu gamay nga ngandu bidjang
Who is the fat one and who is the thin one?

mulagan nga wagahn
Morning Star and Evening Star
ngandu bahn’gany ngulong
Who should come out first?

mulagan kanggani wagahn guwa
Morning Star calls to Evening Star, “Come on!”

wagahn kanggani yugam yanah wahlu ngulung
Evening Star sings out, “No, you go ahead!”

Image: Lottie Eaton       
Image Credit: Lann Levinge

“When I was a little girl, 
Granny Graham  

used to sing this song  
to me every night  
because it was my 

favourite.”
Lottie Eaton [Levinge]

© Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

3.

Songline lyrics & translation
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Yugambeh language is an oral
language and wasn’t meant
to be written down. When it

was recorded anthropologists,
linguists, clergy men, teachers,

forestry workers and many 
others wrote the language as they 

heard it, resulting in a variety of 
spelling systems.

ALTERNATE SPELLINGS:

Morning Star and Evening Star 
Word list and pronunciation guide

Yugambeh Alternative spellings Pronunciation English
Yugambeh yugambir, yugumbe, jukambe, 

yakoomba; ukum
You-gum-bear Yugambeh

and No!

Bahn’gany ban’gehni; ban’gehn, bunngeni Barn-gun Fall / disappear

Bidjang bijung; bidjung; bidjing; pidjung;
beejungalung

Bid-zhung Small / little

Gamay gumai; komai; kongwai Gah-my Big

Ganggalinyan ganggalalah;ganggalulu;
kanggalehla

Gung-gar-lee-ny-arn Calls out

Guway kuway; guai; gooway; kwee kwee.
kuai; quowee; qui

Goo-way Come here / come on

Jagun djagun; jan-ja; chagun; tchagoom; 
tcharkoon

Jah-gon Country

Kagaru gagaru, gagurim, gahgun, 
gargugan; kahgun, kagaru, kagurim,
kargugan; gagurim; kagarú

Gah-gah-roo Kookaburra

Kanggani ganggani; kungian; kungala;  
kuggalela; kungalalah, kungalooloo

Gung-gar-knee Call

Mulagan Mu-la-gun Morning Star

Ngandu ngahn; ngehn; nana Ngan-do Who

Ngulung ngolongmai; nyu’lung; n’goo lung Ngew-long First

Wagahn wokkun; wohgahn; wokkahn Wa-gahn Evening Star
and Crow

Wahlu wallo, wahloo Wah-loo You

Yanah yan; yana; yan’ga Ya-nah Go

Yarrabil yarbi; yarbili Yarra-bill Sing
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This poem was inspired by

the Aboriginal oral tradition

of passing stories to our

jahjum - children.

In this poem we learn about

this tradition through the star

narrative that was passed

along family lines.

INSPIRATION:

Candace Kruger 2020

Many years she sings of her country,  
a whisper, a lullaby,

In little ears she tells a story,  
two stars, bright, nearby.

When you wake to sounds of this jagun, 
Mulagan is in the sky,

The star at night for brightness, Wagahn 
is your night guide.

A song as old as country,  
ancient voices gone by,

Two stars, two stars a whisper.  
Yarrabil sing the stars alive.
Listen out, look at nature.  

Sense your surrounds.
Be calm, clear, focused.  

Feel it all around.

Mulagan, Wagahn,  
Mulagan, Wagahn.

Kagaru calls the stars out in the morning,  
Kagaru calls them from night,

Kagaru calls the stars,  
Mulagan morning, ‘listen for the light’

The Spirits hear your laughter  
as sky fires burn bright,

Kagaru ganggalinyan wahlu,
Mulagan, Wagahn,  

mih wahlu, we see you.

Mulagan, Wagahn,  
ngandu bahn’gany ngulung

Mulagan, Wagahn,  
ngandu gamay, ngandu bidjang

Wagahn kanggani  
“yanah wahlu ngulung”

Mulagan kanggani “guway”

Morning Star, Evening Star,  
who should come out first?
Morning Star, Evening Star,  

who is the big one, who is the little one?
Evening sings “you go ahead”,

Morning calls “come on”,

In this bush, on the land, over sea,  
under sky, two stars linger... 

in this songline.
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Queensland  
Aboriginal Star  

knowledge has been 
documented since 1884.

 Ecological knowledge of the 
stellar relationship over land, sea 

and sky, particularly over Moreton 
Bay, is continuously passed on 
through generations.

In the narrative, the two 
stars are engaged in a 
conversation to determine, 
who is larger, who is brighter 
and who should appear in 
the sky before the other.

Papa pointed to the sky 
and showed me junggun 
the long cloud. He said that 
when you see this type 
of cloud the weather will 
change...

“...Many years ago the 
fires in the sun were kept 
burning by spirits that 
lived in the sky...”

NARRATIVE

“Who 

should 

come out 

first?

September

NO. 18861704 September 2020

CULTURE NARRATIVE ECOLOGY ASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY

HISTORIC



Southport

Morning Star and Evening Star was recalled by Kombumerri/Ngugi woman 
Auntie Lottie (Charlotte) Eaton (née Levinge c1925-2013). Morning Star 
and Evening Star was sung to her by her grandmother, Kombumerri woman 
Jenny Graham (née McGussy c1860-1943), in the 1930s in Southport, 
Queensland, as passed to her by her mother, Kombumerri woman and 
apical ancestor, Warru (Sarah Clark). By 1996, when Lottie recalled this 
song narrative, she was an older woman and it had been over 60 years 
since she last heard the song in Yugambeh language. Yugambeh is derived 
from the Aboriginal people who share, a ‘common linguistic dialect chain 
and utilize the river systems of the Logan, Albert, Pimpama, Coomera and 
Nerang rivers including all the adjacent streams and creeks’ (Best Y. , 1994). 
In this narrative, the spelling and formation of Yugambeh words is derived 
from multiple sources and informants, and takes into account records of 
Yugambeh language in newspapers through to the modern day Yugambeh 
dictionary (Sharpe, 2020).

A Yugambeh Gaureima (story) of the Gold Coast, Logan 
and Scenic Rim regions of Queensland.

NARRATIVE 
In the narrative, the two stars are engaged 
in a conversation to determine, who is larger, 
who is brighter and who should appear in 
the sky before the other. Conversations 
between stars can be observed at night, 
for when stars twinkle, they are considered 
to be talking. Scientifically, the twinkling of 
stars is referred to as stellar scintillation  
(Hamacher, Barsa, Passi, & Tapim, 2019).  
In the Yugambeh language region, ecological 
knowledge of the stellar relationship over 
land, sea and sky, particularly over Moreton 
Bay, is continuously passed on through 
generations.  
ECOLOGY
The Levinge family, a well-known oyster 
farming family of Moreton Bay, are keepers 
of this cultural knowledge.  Kombumerri/
Ngugi Elder Ian Levinge, Lottie’s nephew, 

explains this relationship. ‘The stars and 
their placement in the sky are important to 
our seasons, they help us know when the 
mullet or other fish are running, at sea about 
the oysters and on land which food sources 
will be ready to eat’.

Knowledge of stories and the associated 
community values and lessons are ingrained 
in community life. Ian highlights other ways 
in which the land directly assists us to know 
the time of day. In particular, the land bird, 

the Kookaburra, shares his message at 
both dawn and dusk. ‘Kagaru always laughs 
at dawn, he tells us it is daybreak and the 
Morning Star is fading. Kagaru laughs again 
at dusk as the Evening Star begins to rise, 
reminding us all it is time for our rest’.
ASTRONOMY
Narratives of star knowledge and continuous 
land, sea and sky relationships, as told by 
Aboriginal communities, were often reported 
in newspapers as Aboriginal Legends. 
In the Yugambeh language region, one 
newspaper report names ‘Sirius…the 
brightest star...as the Eagle’ (1933), while 
another named ‘Mullyan the Eaglehawk… 
the bright star… as the Morning Star’(1952). 
Similarly, ‘Canopus… [was named] as the 
Crow’ (1884) and in February (1930), in a 
similar time period to when Lottie recalls 
learning the Morning Star and Evening Star 
narrative, both stars were placed together in 
the sky in Queensland, ‘Sirius and Canopus, 
[as] the brightest and second brightest of 
all stars’.  This combination of knowledge 
contextualises the parallel between western 
astronomical knowledge and Aboriginal 
sky knowledge and aligns two systems, 
consequently assisting in the recount of this 
narrative and the revoicing of the Morning 
Star and Evening Star songline.

© Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

Stories and the associated community values and lessons are ingrained in 
community life...

Candace Kruger 2020
Image credit: 1. Wolfgang Hasselmann.  2. Ben Stern.  3. Peter Scholten. on Unsplash (unsplash.com)

04/09/2020, FRIDAY September

“...it had been over 60 
years since she last heard 
the song in Yugambeh 
language...”



04/09/2020, FRIDAY September

 

CONNECTIONS 
Stanley Eric Tessman was a journalist at the 
Warwick Daily News. Alongside ‘Aboriginal 
Sun Legend’ and ‘Morning Star’, Tessman 
published several other Aboriginal Legends 
in the Warwick Daily News between the 
years 1950-1953. Although Tessman lived 
in Warwick, Queensland for much of his life 
and was a longstanding reporter and then 
sub-editor at the newspaper (1949), Tessman 
had a familial reason to become a Yugambeh 
advocate and record Aboriginal stories.
At the time, Eric’s sister, Evelyn [Tessman] 
Hage, lived at Currigee on South Stradbroke 
Island. Evelyn and her husband Harold 
worked and lived as oystermen and fishermen 
alongside Aboriginal families, in
particular the Levinge family. In 1942 Harold 
and Evelyn’s daughter, Thelma Hage, married 
Samuel Levinge, an Aboriginal man of the 
Kombumerri and Ngugi clans of Southport/
Nerang and Moreton Island. Eric Tessman, 
Thelma’s uncle, was now an uncle by 
marriage, to Samuel Levinge, an Aboriginal 
man. Eric often visited his family and stopped 
over in Currigee, Burleigh, Coolangatta and 
Southport. He even bought a house close by 
to Jebbribilum, the Bora grounds at Burleigh. 

Eric travelled because he liked to visit his 
family, but he was also a keen bowler, 
president of the Warwick East Bowling 
Club, and champion at his sport. Eric took 
an interest in learning more about Aboriginal 
culture and it is reported by his nephew 
Ian Levinge that the Aboriginal people of 
the Southport, Nerang, Moreton Bay and 
surrounding regions were informants about 
their own culture and often spoke with Eric:
Uncle Eric would often talk to the Aboriginal 
fellas of Stradbroke [Quandamooka] and 
also to our family [Kombumerri]. We knew 
he was writing down the stories, because 

he was a writer, but he was also kind and 
helped many families in many different 
ways. Now that we have discovered that 
he shared our stories with his readers we 
can recognise another way that he helped 
our people. He helped us by preserving 
our culture. He probably didn’t realise that 
his own great niece would one day piece 
together the songs and stories, but he 
would have been thrilled to know the legacy 
that he left behind has helped.

Ian Levinge 5th May 2020.
The narratives of these two important 
legends captured by Eric, ‘The Morning Star’ 

and ‘The Sun’, alongside other important 
legends he published, demonstrate 
Yugambeh connections between the 
people, the land, the sea and the sky.
The ‘Morning Star’ Legend (Warwick 
Daily News, 1952), is situated in the time 
of creation, a time prior to Aunty Lottie’s 
‘Morning Star and Evening Star’ narrative 
when we first learn how the ‘Morning Star’ 
came to be in the sky and begins with 
Mullyan the Eaglehawk.

Image: (L-R) Harold Hage, Eric Tessman, Samuel Levinge.  
Southport Railway Station, Queensland. 1939 or 1940.

“...Yugambeh advocate 
records Aboriginal 

stories...”

Image credit: Thelma Levinge

Candace Kruger 2020

© Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.

...connections between the people, 
the land, the sea and the sky...
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ABORIGINAL LEGENDS:

The Morning Star
Long, long ago a one-armed black 
named Mullyan the Eaglehawk 
lived with his wife in a tree. 
Many members of the tribe often 
helped Mullyan with his hunting 
because he had only one arm, but 
Mullyan was never grateful for the 
help they gave. 
In fact he and his wife were very 
evil people, and used to kill any 
blacks who passed by their home. 
They killed so many that at last the 
blacks decided that Mullyan and 
his wife must die; and one night 
while the two evil ones were asleep 
the blacks set fire to their home in 
the tree. 
So Mullyan and his wife died and 
could never harm people again. 

Please be advised that these articles contain reference to words, terms and descriptions which reflect the period in which the item was 
written. These historical sources would today be considered offensive, derogatory and inappropriate. Together we can explore historical 
source material and make conscious choices about the language we use to create a better future for us all.

WA-WAH WARNING 

ABORIGINAL LEGENDS:

The Sun
Many years ago the fires in the sun 
were kept burning by spirits that 
lived in the sky. 
They were good spirits, but 
sometimes they were inclined 
to sleep too much; and then the 
fires of the sun would burn low. 
Sometimes the spirits would go to 
sleep for several days, and when 
this happened the sun was not able 
to glow at all, and all the earth was 
in darkness. 

But in the morning, as the flames 
of the fire died down, three sparks 
rose high into the sky and suddenly 
changed into three stars, one of 
which was very bright. 
On one side of the bright star is a 
small one; that is Mullyan’s arm. 
On the other side is a larger one; 
that is his wife. But the bright star 
is Mullyan himself, and that is the 
one we now call the Morning Star.

Warwick Daily News 
Tuesday 21 October 1952, page 5.

...three sparks rose 
high into the sky... 

...they  agreed that 
the kookaburra be 
given the task of 
waking them.... 

So one day the wise men met 
together to see if there was any 
way they could make sure of 
awakening the spirits of the sky 
each day, and they agreed that the 
kookaburra be given the task of 
waking them. 
Ever since then the jackass sends 
out its merry laugh when the 
morning star begins to pale; and 
the happy laugh rings through the 
bush and the heavens till the good 
spirits of the sky are roused from 
their slumber. Then brighter and 
brighter burn the sun-fires till at 
last the spirits become tired and 
the fires die down at the end of the 
day. And all sleep in peace until 
the kookaburra laughs again next 
morning.
Warwick Daily News 
Tuesday 24 March 1953, page 3.

Image credit:   
Wes Hicks on Unsplash (unsplash.
com)
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Artwork and story

Jinggeri jimbelung Hello friends,

My artwork interpretation of Mulagan nga 
Wagahn, Morning Star and Evening Star consists 
of three key elements:

Colour palette: 

• Sunsrise and Sunset of the Gold Coast 

• Mulagan, Morning Star displays a sunrise. 

• Wagahn Evening Star displays a sunset.

Story Motifs: 

• Stars (Mulagan nga Wagahn)

• Birds (Kagaru, kookaburra & wagahn, crow). 
The wing span of these birds as they fly is used 
to represent the stars.

10.

• Scintillation and the reach of the stars as 
they communicated is represented by the 
circles surrounding the stars. Originally these 
were lines, similar to the concept of lines 
of language, songlines - a communication 
pathway.

Astronomy: 

• Sirius (Mulagan) is also known as the 
rainbow star. As it scintillates and twinkles in 
the night sky it resembles the bright colours 
of a rainbow. It is represented a little bigger 
than Canopus (Wagahn), which is painted 
a little smaller in my artwork.

The original artwork is acrylic on canvass.

Isobella Kruger 2020

Follow this link to a video of Isobella talking about her artwork.
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Morning Star and Evening Star

Design elements & logo
The design process included:

• converting an artwork in to graphic devices and logo

• colour definition

• typography

Evening Star. Connection, reach 
and place. 

Original artwork: 

Twinkling stars 
representing  
knowledge transfer 
through story telling.

Morning Star. 

Design elements: 

Colour definition:

Night sky blue

Morning Star red

Morning Star yellow

Evening Star purple

Evening Star vibrant pink

Evening Star mauve

Evening Star dusky pink

Evening Star ash

Logo:

Graphic designer:
Paula Nihôt



Morning Star and Evening Star

Bookmark

© Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation.
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Postcard template
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Flash card template

14.
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Morning Star and Evening Star

Online support materials
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Yugambeh
Youth Choir
Music Video

15.

Orchestral Parts
and ScoresOnline Orchestra

Click Track

Lead sheet:
melody,

lyrics and
chords

Choreography
Actions Video

The Song  
Audio Track 

Click on each resource to view it online.

https://open.spotify.com/artist/3jE9fGQewu0HtHkDq20OP3?si=Lf-_fZh_QLySSuXpit3byQ&nd=1
https://onlineorchestra.ameb.edu.au/scores/
https://onlineorchestra.ameb.edu.au/scores/
https://onlineorchestra.ameb.edu.au/scores/
https://onlineorchestra.ameb.edu.au/learning-resources/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLfeG9AH38Q
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“Lottie’s wish was to have ‘Morning Star and Evening Star’ passed on and 
shared, so I am delighted that through the Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal 
Corporation’s partnership with the Australian Music Examinations Board, 
we can fulfil this request. Alongside my cousin Lann Levinge, my daughter 
Isobella Kruger and blessed by our Elders, we hope that through the 
‘Morning Star and Evening Star’ songline, everyone can enjoy learning 
the narrative of our people.”

Candace Kruger
Yugambeh Youth Aboriginal Corporation

Sharing the narrative
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